THE HIGH MIDDLE AGES
It is possible that the highest estimates, especially when they
are general ones, of the numbers it destroyed were exaggerated.
More than a quarter of the town of Genoa may have survived,
and perhaps nearly half the town of Venice; but there is a mass
of contemporary evidence, detailed and certain, which testifies
to the enormity of the disaster. The Bishop of Marseilles died,
and all his chapter; Narbonne was half destroyed; 150,000 died
in the small Papal territory of Avignon alone. It had gone up
France through that early summer of 1348, and now on this date,
in the first week of July of that year, it had invaded this island.
Its effect was the more violent in Britain on account of a very wet
season and a ruined harvest. The scholar population of Oxford
sank to one-third of its former amount; Norwich, the second
city in the kingdom, with walls three miles in circuit, with
churches half as numerous as those of London, furnishes us with
a list of over 50,000 dead in the years of the visitation. When
it had passed twenty whole parishes in the town had gone out
of use, the town had so shrunk within its walls!
That story is to be found repeated everywhere throughout the
country. In London the ordinary rates of mortality multiplied
by ten; detailed study of a belt in Hampshire shows whole
villages depopulated; Bristol lost "almost the whole strength
of the town." The prior of the Benedictines at Westminster
attached to the abbey died, and thirty-seven of the monks. In
one house of Augustinian Friars we have the record of all dying
but two; in one Cistercian house twenty-three died out of
twenty-six. Converging evidence of every kind confirms what
would otherwise be an incredible story, and vividly illustrates
the phrase of Petrarch, before whose eyes the pestilence
developed, when he said that "posterity would not believe it."
The presentations to livings tell the same startling tale; in
seven months the diocese of Exeter shows ten times the normal
changes; in Buckinghamshire just on half the beneficed clergy
disappeared. The monastic houses everywhere were reduced to
half and less than half. So on throughout the community—and
what happened in England was happening in France, in Italy,
everywhere. The enormity of the blow is masked by the fact
that the united civilization of Christendom, although it reeled
under the shock, was not thrown down. It did not even suffer
such heavy immediate changes as our time has suffered from the
much lesser ordeal of the Great War. This is because the Black

